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Activity - 5 min.
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We’re excited 
to work with 
you today...

Shannon McGarity
Director of User Experience

Kaycee Collins
User Experience Designer
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PDF of workshop materials (deck + templates) will be sent after workshop.



These are some of the ones we like to start with...

We might not be artists but we all 
have the ability to think laterally.

Avoid distractions as we work 
together.

Any others we should add?

Be willing to try new ways of 
thinking.

Let’s build on the ideas 
of others.

Create a safe space to share 
challenges.

Too much detail or living in finer 
points will derail your day.



+ Familiarize your team with Design Thinking methods and tools that focus on 
specifically on storytelling. 

+ Assemble the outline/building blocks for a rough story script for your team to 
develop materials that will market the experience to parents through a variety 
of media channels (e.g. brochure + web) . 

Deliverables:

Cooper will provide notes and documentation describing the output of the workshop that will cover:

○ 4  core learner provisional personas based on learner type 
(i.e., Early, Low, Middle, and High Learner)

○ 4 year-in-the-life journeys for each provisional personas 

○ 4 day-in-the-life journey for each provisional personas 
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Workshop #1: Seeking & Sharpening the Story (Personas, Arc & Audience)

Adjustments (us) & Homework (you)

Workshop #2: Scaling the Story  (Journeys - Day- & Year-in-Life)

Synthesis and documentation
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Warm Up + Review

Year-in-the-Life Journey 
With 10 minute break

LUNCH

Year-in-the-Life Journey (Cont.)

Day-in-the-Life Journey
With 10 minute break

Wrap-up

Send you away with homework.

10-10:45

10:45-12:30

12:30 - 1:15 

1:15 - 2:30

2:30 - 4:15

4:15 - 4:30



Let’s Review Monday’s 
Work...
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Bring the audience into a world you 
create, to care about the things you 
want them to care about--to feel 

the frustration, fear, and pain you’ll 
later resolve.
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Seek Sharpen Scale
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Take some time to re-acclimate 
yourself with your persona.

Discuss with your group:
What, if anything, is missing from your persona?

What key plot point need to be explored for your persona?
Which key features will the persona experience?
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We’ve worked with Lindsey and Morgan to create teams that are appropriate to each Core Learner and represent a 

diversity of stakeholder perspectives (educator, marketing, product, etc…) 

Gender: 
Male

Environment:
Day School

Place:
Shenzhen, China

Gender: 
Female

Environment:
Day School

Place:
Washington D.C., USA

Gender: 
Male

Environment:
5-Day Boarder + Studios

Place:
Shenzhen, China

Gender: 
Female

Environment:
Full Boarding

Place:
Washington D.C., USA

1 2 3 4

Team:
Vriti, Sarah, Lindsey 

Team:
Kevin, Kat, Andy 

Team:
Greg, Houming, Harrison, 

Team:
Morgan, Charlie, Betsey
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Break
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Seek Sharpen Scale
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Scaling the Story:

Every story can be told at various 
degrees of zoom while still...

Implying hero, plot, moral

Taking your audience on a journey 

Providing an emotional hook
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REFERENCE:

Charles & Ray 
Eames’ 

“Power of 10”

At what level of zoom do you 
want to tell your story?

If every aspect is true...
.

What truth do you want to 
convey? 

Which truth will be the most 
useful to your goal?
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OVERVIEW

Today, we’ll look 
at our learners’ 
journeys at several 
levels of zoom...

+ A Year in the Life 
Journey Maps

+ A Day in the Life 
Storyboards

+ Something much smaller
you’ll see...
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Journeys help us understand 
and prioritize the needs of our 
personas.

A journey map captures what the user is doing, 
thinking, and/or feeling throughout their 
experience with a product or service. 

They give our personas context and narrative and 
serve to communicate our vision for an optimal user 
experience.
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SHIFTS PERSPECTIVES SHARED VISION OWNERSHIP

HUMAN FOCUS DEEPER 
UNDERSTANDING

HIGHLIGHT 
OPPORTUNITIES
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These help us to identify 
pain points (aka 
“opportunities”) in a 
user’s relationship with a 
product or service.
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Let’s flesh out our personas’ journey with some informed 
assumptions around the following information:

PHASE
● What are the main steps of the experience? (e.g., 

Months, Quarters, Semesters, Beginning of Year, 
etc.)

Pro Tip: You may choose to define phases until after 
mapping your personas actions.

ACTIONS
● What is the persona doing through their experience?
● What the activities they are engaged in?
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Lunch
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Activity - 10 min.
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Let’s flesh out our personas’ journey with some informed 
assumptions around the following information:

THOUGHTS/FEELINGS
● What is your persona thinking or feeling?
● What is the emotional state of your persona?

PEOPLE
● Who else is involved in the experience?
● Who is supporting your persona?
● Who is your persona engaging with?
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Let’s flesh out our personas’ journey with some informed 
assumptions around the following information:

DEVICES
● What tools, devices, or technology is your persona 

using?

ENVIRONMENT
● What is the space like for your persona?
● (If applicable) What is the living environment like?
● What is the outdoor space like?
● What does your persona see throughout their 

experience?
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Let’s flesh out our personas’ journey with some informed 
assumptions around the following information:

CHALLENGES
● What are the positive and negative challenges that 

your persona encounters throughout their 
experience?
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How did that exercise feel to you?

Anything you would have done differently? 
That you want to change?
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In your teams, you’ll have 3 blue dots to vote 
on the most important and exciting moments 

you’d like to explore in the Day-in-the-Life 
journey.
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Gut
Feeling

Value to
Whittle

Value to
Student

Value to
Parent
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Break
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Storyboards take a deeper look at 
key moments of the personas 
journey.

Storyboards tell the story of what the persona is 
seeing, thinking and doing throughout key 
moments of the personas experience.
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Transform your best ideas and 
opportunities into a storyboard 
describing the ideal experience for 
your persona.
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How did that exercise feel to you?

Anything you would have done differently? 
That you want to change?



Five word films

Nun teaches 
children to sing.

Leave Liam Neeson’s 
family alone.

Christmas parental 
neglect causes 
shenanigans.

Rose refuses to 
scoot over.

Son won’t join 
family business.



Write your story in...

     24 words

               12 words

                        6 words

SCALING THE STORY
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Seek Sharpen Scale
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On Monday we...

1) Crafted provisional personas
2) Considered the story arc
3) Reframed stories for the right audience

Today we...

4) Detailed a Year-in-the-Life 
5) Told the story of a Day-in-the-Life

DAY 2:
We’re done!
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REFLECTION

Let’s reflect on what you’ve learned and 
will take away from this workshop!  

On your own, in your notebook or on 
post-its, take a moment to write down:

+ What do you want to take away?

+ How is this relevant to your work?

+ What do you not want to forget?



Thanks!


